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This June 30, in the eastern province of Las Tunas, the governmental visit to the territory, headed by the 
Prime Minister of Cuba, Manuel Marrero Cruz, is taking place.

In the morning, the Minister of Communications Mayra Arevich Marín attended with the Prime Minister the 
tour of Cayo Juan Claro, Puerto Padre, Las Tunas. They exchanged on the actions carried out in the 
community to improve the conditions of the population. In the locality there is an exchange with the people 
where the Prime Minister emphasized the search for solutions for families in conditions of vulnerability, 
health care and hygienic and sanitary measures to be taken into account in the fight against Covid 19 and 
Dengue.

The Cuban Prime Minister, Manuel Marrero Cruz, in areas of the Empresa de Servicios Portuarios Centro 
Este, receives information from the president of the Municipal Assembly of People's Power Emilsy Gallego 
Rojas, Walter Velázquez Jorge, mayor. Also from Mirian Sanz Cabaza, delegate of the district on 
neighborhoods in transformation. He was accompanied by the Ministers of Tourism, Transportation, 
Finance, Communications, Vice Minister of Economy and Planning Jaime Ernesto Chiang Vega, Governor 
of the province Ledy Torres, member of the Provincial Bureau of the Party and the First Secretary of the 
Party in the municipality Yanisleydis Fernández López.

In Cayo Juan Claro, Puerto Padre, Las Tunas were visited: the school, the doctor's office and the family 
nurse, the cafeteria, the park and the small square were some of the centers visited during the tour, in which 
the constructive and maintenance actions are appreciated.

The Minister of Communications, on her official Twitter account wrote about the visit: In governmental visit 
#GobiernoEnLasTunas we accompanied the Prime Minister @MMarreroCruz on a tour of the Cayo Juan 
Claro Community, Puerto Padre. We spoke with the people about the actions taken to improve conditions 
and vulnerabilities #AlPuebloNosDebemos.con el pueblo sobre las acciones realizadas para mejorar las 
condiciones y vulnerabilidades #AlPuebloNosDebemos
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